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RareMint
Every asset has an origin story.



RareMint offers authentic real world sports collectible assets and creates a digital 
experience of those collectibles through asset backed NFTs. This uniquely connects 
each physical and digital asset in perpetuity. Through an open and decentralized 
digital economy, RareMint brings to life our vision of verifiably connecting on-chain 
and off-chain assets to solve the problem of limited liquidity and digital authenticity 
facing a USD 1.2 trillion real world collectible market. This opens up a whole new 
ecosystem for physical assets with endless possibilities.


The RareMint network enables all digital assets to preserve their provenance, 
tell legendary stories, unlock immersive physical and digital experiences, and 
generate yield for asset owners and participants of the network. With security 
at the top of our list, the digital identities of RareMint assets are fully secure, 
auditable, and most of all proven authentic in our vault. The RareMint initial 
asset drops will be available on Ethereum and Arbitrum with secondary 
market activity on OpenSea and other marketplaces including our own. To 
continue our vision of a complete RareMint ecosystem, we are building a 
RareMint layer-1 solution in parallel to our Ethereum offerings.


Collectibles are an important fabric that bring like-minded people together through 
shared values, camaraderie, community, competition, and loyalty. RareMint believes 
the future of real world collectible asset ownership is digital. Creating a bridge 
between on-chain and off-chain worlds allows for broad, unique participation and 
adoption within the collectible markets. We believe that iconic and historic collectibles 
should not be locked away from public view. We want to digitally curate life shaping 
stories and unique experiences, memorialize legends, and preserve culturally 
significant collectibles forever through RareMint.

Every asset has an origin story.
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INTRODUCING THE DIGITAL ECONOMY SOLUTION FOR REAL WORLD ASSETS

Asset  
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Physical Asset
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Continuous advances in blockchain technology 
have created novel ways to generate yield in the 
digital economy. Digital assets such as art and 
digital goods are bought, sold, and traded 
through marketplaces. Crypto savings accounts 
offer a higher APY than traditional fiat financial 
institutions. These awakenings have created a 
path for RareMint to innovate by opening the 
digital asset economy for real world collectible 
assets.

1.2 Trillion to Unlock in Value
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Total value globally of privately owned real 
world collectibles in 2020 according to 
Credit Suisse.

Trillion$1.2

Digitally 
Authentic

Limited
Liquidity

Collectible buyers and sellers are often faced with 
purchasing barriers such as:


• high fees and minimums

• lack of transparency from sellers 

• questionable authentication and provenance

• market manipulation

• asset hoarding

• poor discoverability

• lack of recurring revenue

BUT…

State of the Market



Marketplaces such as OpenSea, 
Nifty Gateway, and Foundation 
have shown promising early 
adoption of NFT technology, but the 
issues of illiquidity and poor 
accessibility persist. This presents 
some interesting parallels between 
the issue of illiquid physical and 
digital collectibles. 


These markets allow any arbitrary 
entity to register, create, and 
distribute digital art. This approach 
is important to bring awareness to 

the technology, yet the increased 
awareness and user adoption 
creates other problems. How does 
one preserve the integrity of their 
brand or asset? How do you marry 
the digital realm with the exact, 
existing asset in the physical world? 
Can the asset be verified authentic?


There is little validation of the 
underlying asset on these 
platforms. Any user can take a 
photo of the Mona Lisa, then mint 
that NFT on the open market and 
distribute it. RareMint has taken this 
into consideration and it is a driving 
force for RareMint’s verification 
services.

Our Brave World
State of the Market
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Digital 

The physical world is changing at a 
rapid pace, but we are at a 
crossroads when it comes to 
physical collectible assets. 
Generation Y, Z, and the latest Alpha 
will represent a large, growing 
number of collectors, investors, and 
enthusiasts who have knowledge, 
passion, and a motivation of 
personal fulfillment for collectible 
assets. They disproportionally prefer 
quality over quantity. Craftsmanship 
and authenticity are cool again. 
While Millennials were digital 

pioneers, Gen Z has been the first 
generation born into a world filled 
with peak technological innovation 
where information is immediately 
accessible. 


Moreover, they want the benefits that 
come with a physical asset such as 
history, provenance, and quantified 
real world value. However, they also 
prefer the accessibility, visualization, 
sense of community,  and 24/7 
markets the digital economy offers. 
This is where RareMint shines.


Physical 



The Future of Physical Asset Ownership is Digital
Vision
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Connecting on-chain and off-chain worlds through RareMint creates 
an environment within the collectible asset market that supports:

Increased Market 
Liquidity

Trustless Asset 
Authentication

DeFi 
Access

Broad User Adoption 
Opportunities

Physical Asset 
Protection

Unique and Immersive  
Content & Experiences

AUTHENTICATION
We authenticate an 
asset as it is onboarded 
to the RareMint 
network and store the 
asset’s unique physical 
fingerprint.

MARKETPLACE
Where all RareMint assets 
are initially offered for sale 
and can be traded on our  

secondary market along 
with other 3rd party 

marketplaces.
Staking, rewards, loans 
against the user’s vaulted 
assets and bid pooling. 
Beyond asset appreciation, 
1/1 asset owners also 
participate in royalties of 
associated NFT exclusive 
digital prints.

DeFi

1/1 NFT
Each RareMint NFT 
unlocks immersive 
content, connection, 
and provenance unique 
to its real world asset.

VAULT
Store, insure, and protect 
physical assets. This also 
allows for seamless, fast 

resale without putting the 
physical asset at risk.

NFT

RareMint.Network



Creating the Ecosystem for Asset Ownership
Technical Vision
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Our vision is that RareMint will be a self-sovereign interoperable chain built 
primarily for the tokenization of authentic real world collectible assets and 
creates a digital experience of those collectibles through asset backed NFTs. 
RareMint initial asset drops will be available on Ethereum and Arbitrum with 
secondary market activity on OpenSea and other marketplaces including our 
own.


To continue our vision of a complete RareMint ecosystem, we are building a 
RareMint layer-1 solution in parallel to our Ethereum offerings using Substrate 
and Polkadot. This allows us to expanded into related verticals, support other 
collectible marketplaces, and foster top brands in creating unique brand driven 
marketplaces and experiences.

The layer-1 network is built with Substrate, and is composed of 
Substrate core modules with custom RareMint logic making the 
network unique. Our technological advances will be open source and 
will accept community contributions to the core protocol. Our goal is 
to provide interoperability with other chains so that anyone at 
anytime across the globe can trade, purchase, and swap an asset on 
RareMint.


As a Substrate based blockchain, RareMint uses the NPoS 
consensus algorithm and will support Polkadot's cross chain 
messaging protocol. MINTS will derive their underlying utility from 
participation in the NPoS consensus model utilizing BABE and 
GRANDPA algorithms for block finality.

Day 1 The Future

Pokemon 
Comics 
Video Games 
Music 
Toys & Games 
Rare Books 
Celebrity Artifacts 
Movie Props 
Wine 

Stamps 
Classic Cars 
Glass & Porcelain 
Militaria 
Vintage Fashion 
Art & Sculptures 
Coins 
Handbags 
Watches and Jewelry 
Iconic Business Artifacts

Sports 
Collectibles

Other Collectible Marketplaces Brands
eCommerce Markets 
Equipment 
Sports 
Luxury 
Fashion 
Pro & Collegiate Teams 
Footwear 
Streetwear 
Trading Cards 
Gaming



Authentic is Cool  
Features
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RareMint authentication and verification is a layer-2 service 
that is fully responsible for scouting new assets, making sure 
the assets are authentic, validating prices of assets, and 
balancing market shares. It is our objective to bring to market a 
diverse collection of top tier sports memorabilia by leveraging 
our industry-specific knowledge, unique sourcing angles, and 
our relationships to bring compelling assets to RareMint. We 
follow five guiding principles as we aim to onboard only high 
caliber assets:

RareMint 
AUTHENTICATION

Social Velocity: brand backing, public 
perception, large market presence (for 
active players), asset minted by creator.

1
2
3
4
5

Benchmarks: realized prices at auction, 
sell-through rate indicators, will demand 
exceed supply.

Authenticity: reputable source, recently and 
reliably graded, certified authenticity by 
known subject matter expert.

Significance: importance to sports history, 
continued cultural relevance, collector and 
investor opinions, macro market trends.

Earnings Potential: prospected 
appreciation, market momentum, liquidity, 
frequency of sales, purchase price and 
terms.

50
Our collectible asset 

evaluation experience 
and authority dates 
back over 50 years.



Professional, Private, and Secure 
Features
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RareMint 
VAULTING
RareMint vaulting is a layer-2 service vault facility for all 
physical assets. Professional and private, users can choose the 
safety, security, and convenience that is offered by our secure 
vault solution. The vault will be constructed of the highest vault 
class standards available to RareMint. The temperature, 
humidity, and lighting will be controlled to ensure the user’s 
assets remain in the same condition as when they were 
received.


Storage and insurance for the asset is factored into the price of 
the initial sale and a small contribution is made from the NFTs 
smart contract royalty on secondary sales to support ongoing 
costs. RareMint practices the highest standard of care to 
maintain, monitor, and manage the continued value 
appreciation. Through the connected NFT, we enable respectful 
enjoyment and utilization by the owners while stored with us.

Absolute Security: Assets will be constantly monitored and protected with advanced security 
features, rigorous access controls, and full time vault guards 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.


100% Allocated & Segregated: Assets are always physically present in the vault, safeguarded in 
the user’s name, in their exclusive control, and not just represented by a certificate or owned by 
anyone else.


Independently Audited and Double Insured: Assets will be insured through RareMint, as well as 
independently insured by a third party, against physical loss, damage, theft, and other liabilities. 
The vault will also be audited regularly by a third party and periodic reports will be made available.


Take Possession of the Assets: If the user wants to physically take possession of their asset at 
any time, the user can arrange for delivery to an address of choice.


Easy to Buy and Sell: When a RareMint NFT is bought or sold with a physical asset in our vault, 
we can immediately transfer the asset holding to the new account at the same facility. This is a 
significant time and cost advantage compared to shipping precious assets between locations or to 
another depository.


Locations: Multiple vault locations will be available around the world to keep assets safe and 
secure.



Unlocking Real Value 
Features

NFT

RareMint uses NFTs to access provenance, unique asset experiences, 
asset revenue beyond just appreciation and content opportunities that 
haven’t previously been available to users through a single, secure 
ownership channel.

ASSET 
PROVENANCE
Place of origin and 

authenticity verifying the 
asset’s history to assure it is 

genuine with a pure 
connection between the NFT 

and the real world asset.

SECURE &  
SAFE

Assets are protected by our 
Layer 1 blockchain network to 
facilitate the secure validation 

of assets transferred across 
the ecosystem.

HIGH CONTEXT 
VISUALS

High quality, exclusive digital 
representations including 

videos, photos, and immersive 
experiences of the asset.

LEGENDARY 
EXPERIENCES

Unearth exclusive digital 
content and physical 

experiences uniquely related 
to each asset and only 

accessible through the NFT.

NFT 
ASSET 
TYPES

Ultra Rare
1/1 NFT with 

exclusive 
provenance tied in 
perpetuity to the 
real world asset


+

Ownership of the 
real world asset

1/1 NFT only, 
with exclusive 

provenance tied 
in perpetuity to 
the real world 

asset

 Rare  FractionalExclusive
1/X secondary 
copies directly 

related to the 1/1 
NFT and include 
royalties to 1/1 
NFT owner on 

secondary 
market sales. 

Fractionalization 
of the digital and 
real world asset 

through NFT 
pools for both 
Ultra Rare and 
Rare Assets

Example: Pele Autographed 
NASL Game Used Soccer Ball

**********



Like-minded Marketplace
Features
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RareMint 
MARKETPLACE
RareMint has access to hundreds of millions in value of physical 
sports collectible assets of which selected assets will be 
purchased by, or consigned to, RareMint and onboarded to create 
1/1 NFTs, fractionalized NFTs, and limited edition digital print runs. 
The marketplace is where all initial asset drops are offered for sale. 
Assets can be resold on both RareMint and other marketplaces 
after the initial drop as the royalty built into the smart contracts 
create revenue streams for 1/1 asset owners, contribute to vaulting 
costs, charity, and the ecosystem. More than just a shop, this is a 
community to connect with like-minded collectors and enthusiasts. 
The user can review the most recent on-chain and off-chain market 
data from our Pricing Oracle and mint RareMint NFTs from their 
personal collection. Initial assets could include:

PRICING 
ORACLE

Access to real time 
on-chain and off-chain 
market pricing data 
will allow buyers and 
sellers to find the right 
assets at the correct 
and fair price.  

EXPANDED 
AUDIENCE

AUTHENTIC 
IDENTIFICATION

We’re developing processes 
to allow for traditional 
payment methods that will 
increase transaction volume 
and audience participation 
benefiting the entire 
network’s ecosystem. 

RareMint will store the 
asset’s unique fingerprint 
by digitally capturing and 
storing on-chain the size, 
angles, cut width, shape, 
surface defects, and 
blemishes.  

Equipment Uniforms TicketsTrophies Type 1 
Photos

AutographsSports 
Cards

Weird & 
Wonderful

3 VIP
1



¸

Further Financial Opportunities
Features
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RareMint 
DEFI
Users can leverage the value inherent in their portfolio through 
RareMint’s vault loans program with unique lending opportunities. The 
market has proven that collectibles are tangible assets. RareMint can 
make loans available to users using their vault stored assets as collateral 
and other users can choose to back the loan based on preset 
parameters and market conditions. We aim to bring as many assets onto 
the protocol as possible. We believe that there is a direct correlation with 
the Total Value Locked Under Custody (TVLUC) of verified and vaulted 
physical assets and the MINTS token value. 

Bid pooling enables network participants to band together through our pooling 
protocols and purchase otherwise hard to attain collectible assets. Imagine the 
buying power when groups of like-minded fans can come together and purchase 
an item from their team, favorite athlete or piece of sports history. They can enjoy 
the item collectively because they rally together as one group. 


Once the asset is purchased, participants have slices of ownership that entitle 
them access to display, view experiences, and otherwise participate in all the 
benefits that come with ownership of the 1/1 asset minus the full ownership of 
the physical asset as that will be owned by the pooled group.

Slices create a new, invigorating and motivating collectible asset ownership 
experience. Not only does this lower the price to participate in purchasing a rare 
asset, it gives buys a chance to own a very special part of the asset. Imaging 
opening an NFT to find you own the logoman, the laundry tag, the J in the Jordan 
nameplate from a game worn jersey. What if Nike swoosh from the jersey unlocks 
a digital or real world experience with Nike? RareMint’s ability to digitally carve 
any 1/1 asset into visual Slices. This unlocked even more value in the real world 
with Nike that would always stay with the owner of that NFT.


Further, our gamification layer allows you to hunt for other parts of the 1/1 asset. 
Maybe you want to own the entire nameplate or you are looking for asset ID #23. 
Once you own a Slice, not only will you have display rights of the 1/1 asset but 
you can identify and display your particular slice or group of slices should you 
own more. 



¸

Where We Are Going
Roadmap
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Q2, 2021 

Q3, 2021 

Staking Contract

Marketplace Public

NFT Contract

Asset Slicing

ERC20 Contract

Governance 
Contract

RareMint TrophiesQ1, 2022 

Collectible Module Corp Structure

Q4, 2021 

= Completed

Marketplace 
Design & WebsiteLitepaper

Security Audit

Seed Raise

Marketplace 
Design & Website

Public Token Sale

Private Token  
Pre-Sale

Marketplace 
Private Beta

RareMint Private 
Testnet

RareMint Bridge



Farm your MINTS LP tokens to earn RareMint Trophies. Trophies are an 
additional reward token that unlock exclusive purchasing opportunities and 
are exchangeable for exclusive RareMint NFT assets.

Purchase, Stake, Farm and Govern
MINTS Token Utility
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MINTS are intended to be used as the primary utility token on the network 
to allow users to purchase RareMint drops. Fee capture model on 
marketplace initially set to 5%. The fee capture will be configurable via 
governance.

Incentivize LP’s by providing a lucrative staking contract to earn more 
MINTS for actively supporting the project

Stake

Purchase

Farm
\

\
\

M

M
M

M
M

M

M

M

M

M
M

M

Treasury
10.0%

Team
20.0%Ecosystem

18.0%

Rewards
7.5%

Foundation
10.0%

Public Sale
12.0%

Private Sale
18.5%

Seed
4.0%

Token Allocation 
(Total Supply at Genesis: 250,000,000)

The RareMint DAO will be funded via the network treasury. The DAO will 
work in partnership with the larger network participants to seed funding for 
certain asset acquisition, ecosystem project development, grant programs, 
and incentive-based events. Ecosystem participants can decide on the 
operation and future development of the network.

Govern



The RareMint culture was founded because of the childhood joy that 
sports and collecting brought into our lives. Never losing site of that 
feeling shaped the way we interact and build technology today.

Where Our Passion Lives
Culture
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Collectibles are an important fabric that bring people together 
through shared values, camaraderie, community, competition, 
and loyalty.

We believe that iconic and historical collectibles should not 
be locked away from public view.

Simply put, we are deeply passionate about sports, collectibles, 
and the digital future.

CULTURE

EDUCATION

FUTURE GENERATIONS OF FANS

PASSION

We want to curate life shaping stories, memorialize legends of 
the game, create unique experiences, and preserve culturally 
significant collectibles for all eternity through the use of NFTs.

• A big vision for the future of digital 
collectible assets


• Setting goals and executing fast


• Trusting our gut and playing to our 
strengths


• Testing, Learning, Tuning


• Providing people value and 
exceeding expectations


• Craftsmanship being cool

Working in the blockchain space since 2016, the 
RareMint team has extensive experience with 
cryptocurrencies, blockchains, and the gaming industry. 
We’ve worked on cornerstone projects delivering 
performant and scalable products to market that have 
supported millions of users.


Our diverse and talented team of operators, engineers, 
collectors, product developers, legal, and marketers 
bring with them experience as entrepreneurs, 
executives, employees, and advisors from a wide variety 
of technology companies. The engineering team has 
strong experience with full stack development, complex 
systems, economic modeling, financial engineering, 
security, and other disciplines related to blockchain and 
distributed systems.

We believe in…



That’s a Wrap
Summary
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We believe the future of real world collectible asset ownership is digital. 
RareMint offers authentic real world sports collectible assets and creates 
a digital experience of those collectibles through asset backed NFTs. 


Through an open and decentralized digital economy, RareMint brings to 
life our vision of verifiably connecting on-chain and off-chain assets to 
solve the problem of limited liquidity and digital authenticity facing a USD 
1.2 trillion real world collectible market.


RAREMINT IS THE DIGITAL ECONOMY SOLUTION 
FOR REAL WORLD ASSETS

Asset  
Vaulting

Buy. Sell. 
Trade.

Staking, Lending & 
Rewards

1/1 tied to 
Physical Asset

Authentication 
& Verification

NFT

RareMint
Every asset has an origin story.
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HOW CAN WE HELP?

RareMint.Network

social@RareMint.Network

@RareMintNetwork

@

t.me/RareMintNetwork


